We extend the Fuglede-Putnam theorem modulo the Hilbert-Schmidt class to almost normal operators with finite Hilbert-Schmidt modulus of quasi-triangularity. 
Introduction
Let H be a separable, infinite dimensional, complex Hilbert space, and denote by L.H/ the algebra of all bounded linear operators on H and by C p .H/ the Schatten p-classes, with particular ones C 1 .H/ and C 2 .H/; the traceclass and the Hilbert-Schmidt class, respectively. For an operator T 2 L.H/; let D T denote its self-commutator OET ; T WD T T T T : An operator T for which D T 0; (D T 2 C 1 ; or .D T / 2 C 1 .H/) is called hyponormal, (almost normal, or almost hyponormal, respectively), where A denotes the negative part, that is jAj A 2
; of a selfadjoint operator A: We will denote these classes by H Although it is not the goal of this note, we mention that the above estimate was extended (cf. [1, 8] ) to arbitrary Schatten p-classes as follows. If N; X 2 L.H/; N is a normal operator and p > 1; then
In [9, Corollary 8.6] was proved that there exist a normal operator N 2 L.H/ and a compact operator X such that NX XN 2 C 1 .H/ and N X XN … C 1 .H/:
In [2] and [5] The goal of this note is to extend Fuglede-Putnam theorem to operators that are almost hyponormal operators and also quasi-triangular modulo the Hilbert-Schmidt class.
The interested reader can consult [4] for some applications of the Fuglede-Putnam theorem for normal operators.
Fuglede-Putnam type results
Let P.H/ (or simply P) denote the set of all finite rank orthogonal projections on H. The modulus of quasitriangularity modulo C 2 .H/ of an operator T 2 L.H/ (see [10] , and also [11] [12] [13] [14] for further properties and applications) is
where lim inf is with respect to the natural order on P:
The rational cyclic multiplicity (for short, multiplicity) of an operator T 2 L.H/; denoted by m.T /; is the smallest cardinal number m with the property that there are m vectors x 1 ; : : : ; x m 2 H such that
where Rat. .T // denotes the algebra of complex-valued rational functions with poles off .T /; where .T / denotes the spectrum of T and _ denotes the norm-closure of the linear span generated by the listed vectors.
For an operator T 2 L.H/; according to Proposition 1 of [13] ,
It was observed by Hadwin-Nordgren (see [3] , page 519-520) that .T / Ä m.T / and
where
rank..I P /TP / :
According to Proposition 1 of [14] , if T 2 AN.H/ and q 2 .T / < 1; then q 2 .T / < 1 and there exists a sequence P n 2 P; n 1; such that P n " I strongly, and
The quasi-triangularity modulo C 2 .H/ was used by Voiculescu to give an extension of Berger-Shaw inequality with an elegant proof, depending only on operator theoretic concepts.
This result was extended (see Theorem 1 of [3] ) to the case m.T C X / D 1 but additional hypothesis that Area. .T C X // D 0; with the conclusion that Tr.D T / D 0:
We will use the following idea that was first used by Furuta [2] , namely if T 1 ; T 2 2 L.H/; then the operator T 1 ;T 2 .X / WD T 1 X X T 2 defined on the Hilbert space C 2 .H/ (with inner product hX; Y i 2 D Tr .X Y /) has its adjoint given by T 1 ;T 2 .X / D T 1 X X T 2 and thus the self-commutator of 12 WD T 1 ;T 2 is
Proof. Denote SX XS by R and S X XS by Q: Let P n 2 P; n 1; such that P n " I strongly and lim n!1 jj.I P n /SP n jj 2 D q 2 .S / and lim n!1 jj.I P n /S P n jj 2 D q 2 .S / < 1:
We need to prove that the sequence fjjQP n jj 2 g n is bounded above. Write
relative to the decomposition of H as P n H˚.I P n /H: Thus
Next we estimate the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of each of the Q's. We begin with Q 32 ; namely
and thus
where the symbol / used above and in what follows means that the terms jjS 3n jj 2 2 and jjS 2n jj 2 2 to the right hand side of / were replaced already by their limit q 2 2 .S / or q 2 2 .S /; respectively. Denote 11 .X / D S 1n X XS 1n defined on C 2 .P n H/I therefore
and then jj 11 .X 1n /jj 2 2
A matrix calculation shows that P n D S P n D D S 1n C S 3n S 3n S 2n S 2n ; and thus
respectively. Therefore
and consequently
Combining (3) and (4), 
Since X 3n D .I P n /XP n ; and thus X 3n D P n X .I P n /; and using again the matrix representation of D S relative to the decomposition of H into P n H˚.I P n /H; that is
On other hand .I P n /D S .I P n / D D S 4n C S 2n S 2n S 3n S 3n ; which implies 
Finally, Q 22 D S 2n X 1n X 4n S 2n can be handled similarly to Q 32 ; namely jjQ 22 jj 2 Ä jjS 2n jj 2 jjX 1n jj C jjX 4n jj jjS 2n jj 2 Ä 2 jjX jj jjS 2n jj 2 ;
According to (6) and (7),
and consequently,
The proof will be finished after we establish that jjR 11 jj The representation of R relative to the decomposition of H into P n H˚.I P n /H is
where R 23 D S 2n X 3n X 2n S 3n and R 33 D S 3n X 1n X 4n S 3n ; and therefore
On other hand, 
According to (11) and (12),
and thus jjR 11 jj 
Finally, according to (9) and (14), which ends the proof. 
and thus S 1 X XS 2 2 C 2 .H/:
An application of Theorem A and Hadwin-Nordgren case when area of the spectrum is zero leads to the following. We close this note with the remark that an affirmative answer to Voiculescu's Conjecture 4 (see [15] or [16] ) would imply the following. .S ˚T / Q X Q X .S ˚T / 2 C 2 .H˚H/;
and consequently S X XS 2 C 2 .H/: If (G) is true, then by a standard argument, it can be extended to two almost normal operators, that is, if S; T 2 AN.H/ and X 2 L.H/ such that SX X T 2 C 2 .H/; then S X X T 2 C 2 .H/:
